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Follies, Summertime Revue--Harry and Liz encouraged us to think that we had our
own voice, and that playwrights are just people from some other town. So why can't
there be playwrights from this  town? So they encouraged us to find our own voice.
So we began to write collective pieces at Xavier Junior College, and perform them.
And we used to get incredible reaction from them. But more so, we got an incred?
ible depth of feeling for the possibili? ties that were there. The fact that, sure, we
can write. We can act. We can put shows together. So, we never lost that. So we
came out of that gun, the school--we came out of there just firing on all eight
cylinders. And there's a lot of us who came out through that program at that time
who have never stopped, who are all still involved. It was very much a cooperative
approach, is what they fostered. And as part of that approach--there was no star
system. What was made abundantly clear--the best actor in the world, and go up on
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guy doesn't turn on the lights, it's not going to help your per? formance. That
without the words to say, it wasn't going to be much of a play. Without the props....
We learned that everybody's job is incredibly important. Bette MacDonald: Well,
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MacDonald would be doing any kind of plays around here, had it not been for the
Boardmores moving here and taking an interest. I tru? ly believe it wouldn't have
happened. At least not as well as it happened. 'Cause they're really into it, and
they're so pa? tient. And they're so inspiring--both of them. I mean, I don't believe
that there are very many women who can do what Liz Boardmore does. And that is,
you know, take an obnoxious kid--and make them excited about Yeats. Liz could get
through the toughest nut. In terms of making them appreciate the mate? rial and
see how beautiful it is. And I think that's one of the most important things that
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